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FORM:ADM/4B

HOSTEL UNDERTAKING FORM

1.

I shall obey the rules and regulations of the institute/hostels during my stay.

2.

I will not leave the hostel without prior permission of the Warden/Assistant Warden. I will come back to the
hostel before the prescribed time to enter the hostel. I am also aware that during my outing period, I am
responsible for my safety and security and the Institute or hostel is no way responsible for any untoward
incident happens outside. While going out of the Hostel, I will carry my Hostel Card/Institute Identity Card.

3.

I am aware about the anti-ragging law and undertake not to indulge, directly or indirectly, in any ragging
activity in the hostel or Institute campus or outside.

4.

I will not use electrical appliances, such as, electric kettle/stove, electric rice cookers, electric iron, immersion
heater and if I am found using any of these items, I agree to be fined a minimum of Rs.1,000/- at the first
instant, and will have no objection if expelled from the hostel if found using any of these items for the second
time.

5.

If I break or damage any electrical appliances, switch board or any other article, I agree to pay double the
total cost of the material and a fine as applicable.

6.

I will not make the hostel walls dirty and I agree to pay the cost of painting If I found dirtying the hostel
walls.

7.

I will not take the mess utensils out of the dining hall.

8.

I will not prepare/cook any type of food in the hostel premise.

9.

I will not misbehave with the Warden, Assistant Warden, caretaker, staff members or any other person
working in the hostel.

10. I will not indulge in gambling, smoking, consuming liquor, narcotic drugs or any other intoxicants.
11. I will not spoil the wall, almirah, door, window or any property of my hostel/Institute.
12. I will not play any kind of sport that damages the property of the hostels in Quadrangles, corridors of the
hostels, pathways, and roads. I will play within the specified area only.
13. I will not involve/organize in any anti-social activities, strikes/bundh/religious activities that tarnishes the
reputation of my Institute i.e., IIIT Senapati Manipur.
14. I will not spread any kind of data (text/audio/video etc.,) across the social media platforms against the
hostels/institute which downgrades the reputation of IIIT Senapati Manipur.
15. I always try to upkeep the reputation of IIIT Senapati Manipur.
16. I will maintain silence in the hostel (TV
and music systems should not be used) on weekdays from 10 PM to
Loud
6 AM and on weekends from 11 PM to 6 AM.
I………………………………………………son/daughter
of...………………….…………………
joining/studying…..……… Year B.Tech Course in the branch of ………………………………. will abide by the
Rules/Policies/Orders/Instructions written above and also issued by the Hostel Office from time to time. I fully
understand that in case of violation of any of the Rules/Policies/Orders/Instructions, I may be imposed heavy
penalties which may include expulsion/ suspension from the hostel/Institute.
Date:
Name and Signature of Student
Roll No:

